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Abstract 

In WBANs, longer packets may encounter higher misfortune rates because of unforgiving 

channel conditions. Then again, shorter packets may experience the ill effects of more prominent 

overhead. Thus, the ideal packet size must be selected to different execution measurements of 

WBANs. According to the latest research, numerous methodologies have been suggested to 

decide ideal packet size in WBANs. Literature discussed in this paper primarily focuses on 

packet size optimization in a particular application or sending condition. This paper discusses the 

current trends and practices on packet size optimization for wireless body area networks to 

encourage the researchers for more investigation in that particular area. The objective of this 

paper is to give a superior comprehension of packet size streamlining methodologies and 

applications utilized in WBAN, it will likewise present some research issues that are still open 

for researchers and complications related to those issues. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) are being used in numerous application extents, for 

example, armed forces, business, astronomical, graphic observation, horticulture, logistics and 

many more [1‐3]. WBAN comprise of various sensors implanted on the body and sent to detect 

useful parameters in a field [4]. Those sensors are dependable from getting estimations on body 

on which they are implanted and passing on the information towards the sink hub that gathers, 

filters and aggregated data is sent to the central server for further processing on the data. As the 

nodes have restricted power supply, each part of WBAN ought to be composed with most 
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extreme care to scatter the constrained vitality to augment the system lifespan [5,6]. Generally, 

wireless sensor networks have been classified in four wide classes as per the sending situations: 

Wireless Underground Sensor Networks (WUSNs), Terrestrial WSNs (TWSNs), Underwater 

WSNs (UWSNs), and Body Area Networks (BANs). Every one of the classifications has its 

unique and interesting attributes because of the kind of condition that is utilized for information 

transmission and has extra difficulties due to their questionable and variable divert qualities in 

various proliferation situations. 

In the literature discussed in this paper, packet size optimization concentrates on a particular 

application area or surroundings in which it is deployed. The fundamental attributes of BANs are 

energy proficiency, Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning, flexibil ity and scalability [7]. These 

features are discussed in literature with several methodologies in their specific area of 

application. The vast majority of research is done to lessen power consumption and to alleviate 

the critical network conditions to encounter the prerequisites of BAN application areas that have 

specific nature of administration necessities, for example, throughput, vitality efficacy and delay. 

Prerequisites for BAN area in which they are deployed is not quite the same as each other, since 

a portion of the BAN applications require high vitality effectiveness, for example, military 

observation frameworks, while on the other hand application areas like health care and disaster 

management, require low inertness. In this way, packet size optimization methods need to fulfill 

the criteria of these BAN applications. 

Packet size can be improved agreeing to several networking criteria’s [10‐21]. Several 

measurements for example, output proficiency and the vitality effectiveness, are utilized for 

execution criteria for optimization of packet size. For example, energy productivity is utilized as 

an optimization metric [10] to decide the settled ideal packet length for expanding the energy 

proficiency. The fundamental target of the research is to give a superior comprehension of packet 

size optimization methodologies utilized in WBAN to present unaddressed issues and difficulties 

in this research area. 
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Anastasi et al. [2012] demonstrated an early check for IEEE 802.15.4 with the mediation cycle 

section enabled. It has completed the evaluation by the expansion and real-world show field and 

has observed how the fragment bolted circle sabotages the measure of development of the edge 

bundle. They also demonstrated that if the center combat focuses are sufficiently high, the IEEE 

802.15.4 standard cannot handle wrestling. Finally, they demonstrated that by precisely 

describing MAC limit values, the structure may achieve a 100% packet transmission rate at the 

expense of a significant degree of vacation. The study does not take into account the amount of 

packet transmission that occurs inside a hibernation. 

Chen et al. [2013] has performed a proliferation concentrate on the IEEE 802.15.4 sign activated 

by the mediation cycle device. Have you considered giving a presentation about 2.3? WBAN 

using IEEE 802.15.4 execution inspection reenactment technique with variations in pattern 

interest (BO) and superboard request (SO) according to varying traffic loads, taking into 

consideration It considers the hierarchical uses of sensors, such as the control of 

computerization. The expansion study was completed as part of a maker-created project for the 

OMNET ++ test system. The study was conducted with the goal of locating a good BO in which 

gatherings spend the least amount of regular personal time possible and basic character burn-

through per byte of data transported is low. 

3. Key Undeveloped Research Problems 

The greater part of this study is in the direction of deciding perfect package measure in BANs for 

the vitality effectiveness, low latency, and high throughput. Though, such investigations confront 

numerous difficulties as a result of particular application prerequisites and proliferation attributes 

of organization situations. In forthcoming section, we feature these research problems which are 

still open for researchers for deciding the ideal package measure for BANs. 
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4. Service provisioning 

QoS prerequisite for every BAN area differs application to application. Subsequently, the packet 

size optimization strategy must fulfill the particular application area necessities (e.g. vitality 

efficiency, little delay). Although indicating ideal package measure, remote network settings 

essentially well‐thought‐out to create sensible arrangements. Besides, the ideal packet size can 

be balanced by the type of traffic; this may be real and non‐real time. Real‐time packages require 

shorter delay, along these lines; little packet size can be utilized. Then again, packet sizes of 

greater length can be favored for non‐real‐time and best effort packets. 

5. Transmission power control 

Power utilization is an essential issue because of restricted battery for sensor nodes. Numerous 

investigations outline space to decide ideal packet size to expand the energy effectiveness. The 

wide are of works in literature utilize the little package measure for diminishing communication 

control. In any case, if the transmission is controlled by the network condition, the ultimate 

package measure can be discovered precisely. 

6. Cross-layer design 

Outline of a total cross‐layer come closer commencing the physical layer to the application layer 

for optimization of packet size in BAN which hasn’t been addressed in literature for various 

BAN areas. For instance, different antenna models e.g. omnidirectional or directional radio wires 

at physical layer or diverse MAC conventions (e.g. TDMA, CSMA, and half and half) at the 

connection layer be reflected to decide the ideal package measure. 

7. Energy-harvesting wbans 

Energy Harvesting (EH) might improve execution of WBANs by means of its own charging 

ability. Accessible vitality from surroundings, for example energy from sun, thermal, magnetic 

can be rummaged to control remote sensors. Though, current package measure methods for 

WBANs can’t be straightforwardly applicable to EH‐BANs. This is on account of the existing 

vitality that changes with time, rather than monotonically diminishing in energy‐harvesting 
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WBANs. To this end, ideal packet size arrangements are required for energy‐harvesting WBANs 

to adjust the trade‐off between energy utilization and QoS. 

8. Conclusion 

Packet measure is a vital constraint to expand the execution of BANs. Several optimization 

methods are anticipated by the specialists to enhance the system execution as far as the energy 

effectiveness, throughput, and delay are concern (among other execution measurements). These 

methodologies are grouped into various scientific categorizations. 

Meanwhile several of these suggest using the package of fixed length or the dynamic package 

length, whereas others suggest utilizing different package arrangements or optimization systems. 

Optimization methods for package length are investigated in terms of WBANs. We reviewed the 

latest optimization schemes for package length to meet the necessities of particular application 

area to decide the ultimate package length. At last, we expressed the primary undeveloped 

research issues in the zone of package length optimization for forthcoming studies. 
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